Turning Towards Nature of the Second Kind
By FUDO Misato, chief curator

In the golden days of the bubble economy in the 1980s, modern and
contemporary art museums were founded in various parts of Japan.
Furthermore, as it is symbolized by the opening of the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Tokyo, an opportunity arose to reappraise “postwar” fine
arts of Japan in the 1990s. The epithet of “postwar 50 years,” which was
frequently quoted as if it was a social phenomenon at the time, had a certain
solemn tone combined with a manic-depressive air at the end of the 20th
century. We had a feeling that a lapse of 50 years was the minimum focal
length required for us to set our sights on “our own time” anyhow, and it was
prevalent in the whole Japanese society as a tacit understanding. And 50
years must have been the minimum necessary distance. Now more than 10
years have passed since then, probably we have to continue reflecting on our
own “present day” questioned from as many viewpoints as possible with
varied distances and angles.
According to the policy of the Meiji government for Japan’s modernization,
museums and art schools were founded as organs specialized in promoting
“fine arts” as a system, accepting the standard of values of Europe and
America that were considered advanced nations. Though more than a
century has passed now, it seems there has been little substantial change in
the fundamental position of those institutions. Having gone through the
defeat in World War II, the high economic growth, collapse of the bubble, and
dissolution of the Cold War, we are experiencing the beginning of new chaos,
not new order. Because of that, we have to watch carefully complex and
mysterious aspects of our own modernization.
This museum formulated three guidelines in collecting artworks while
preparing for its opening. They are “works that were made after 1980 and
come up with new values,” “works that were made after 1900 and serve as
reference sources in history,” and “remarkably original works made by
artists associated with Kanazawa.” This set of ideas has continued up to now.
For collecting of works prepared before the museum opening, we regarded
artists who received high remarks at international exhibitions as the
“present axis of coordinates” and formed them into a core group together
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with artists who expressed Japan’s contemporary qualities in their works,
based on the concepts that captured the so-called “postmodern” context of the
times since 1980s, such as “moving / crossing,” “non-material quality,”
“generation / ecology,” “narrative / ordinariness,” “cooperation /
participation,” and “quotation / reproduction,” as the keywords to follow. Two
years after the opening, we have inherited the initial policy at the time of
foundation, and furthermore, concepts for the existing genres such as design
and crafts have been reconstructed in the domain of contemporary art as
values. Thus, we have continued, along with the planning of exhibitions,
research and collection to enhance and extend the scope of the subjects. The
number of collected items was 235 at the time of opening, and now the total
number is more than 600. It now requires us to reconsider the keywords
suitable for the present situation and to reorganize the categories.

What is contemporary art of a public art museum under the patronage of
a civil society? Of course, contemporary art has nothing to do with public
support or protection. We can possibly regard the collection of works and
exhibitions of contemporary art museums as researches and educational
activities in a broad meaning. If so, activities that a public art museum
dealing with “the contemporary” has to concentrate on can be roughly
integrated into researches and educational promotion activities conducted by
a specialized institute. Thus changing our approach, we will be able to
release exhibitions from predetermined coordination and a static kind of
form, and change them into live scenes of research, education and learning.
Moreover, the social meaning and function of the collection that an art
museum possesses as manifestation of diverse contemporary critique ought
to change. In the 20th century, an art museum functioned as a system to
produce authority and power by being regarded as the final target value of
artworks, and therefore, as a result, it was involved in a scheme that
influenced the market of the art world, which had nothing to do with citizens’
lives. Art museums can no longer stay in that realm. Probably, the value
that a citizen-supported art museum nurtures and communicates to the
society is different from the commercial value of artworks. Actually, many
works functioning in the society are amorphous, not kind of works that can
be traded in the art market. An art museum should open up a new way of
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making a collection that is most suitable to grasp the essence of targeted
conceptual works by the thorough reading of the work concepts.
How does an art museum grasp an artist’s expressions as the whole
intellectual and physical act, and collect and exhibit them? They are
practical research activities that will continue semi-permanently in the art
museum involving the collected works. If new discoveries are made and new
methods are developed through accumulating experiences concerning the
relationship between the audience and artworks at the art museum, we can
maintain the exhibition space that will develop or change, in which the
exhibited contents can be flexibly altered to create different space, while the
value and meaning of artworks are continuously reviewed. What is more, it
is required for art museums to memorize all these activities. When all the
functions─research, study, collection, preservation, planning, exhibition,
education and promotion─harmonize completely, the body of art museum
can survive as an organic whole.

TANAKA Atsuko’s experimental work, “Work (Bell),” and its display
showed an equivocal nature of the existing collection works that serve as
historical reference items according to the policy of the museum. (1)
Workshops by KANAZAWA Kenichi, NISHIYAMA Minako, KIMURA Taiyo,
and KOJIMA Hisaya were realized, having each of their works as the core,
and were fruitful as educational and promotional projects to provide a place
for communication among artworks, artists and the audience inside and
outside the museum. (2) In the theme exhibitions by artists of this museum’s
collection, “Another Story” and “Real Utopia: Stories of the Unlimited,” we
continuously questioned the contemporariness of the relationship between
artworks and ourselves, while probing into the diversified issues of today’s
reality. Two solo exhibitions, “Matthew Barney” and “Gerhard Richter:
Painting as Mirror,” presented installations dynamically through detailed
research and curation, which was possible at no other place but the space of
this museum. They were monumental exhibitions by the two artists who
have set the main axis of coordinates of the present situation in art. In
“Moonlight Serenade: NARA Yoshitomo Exhibition” developed by Nara
Yoshitomo and graf over half a year, the expression of aloofness and the
heteronomous quality of design were fused in a unique way, and the museum
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itself turned into the spot of creation that was changing every moment. In
“SEJIMA Kazuyo + NISHIZAWA Ryue / SANAA,” “Alternative Paradise,”
and “artificial heart: KAWASAKI Kazuo” exhibitions, in which the artists
seem to have tried to reconsider the spheres of architecture, crafts and
design, each exhibition room assumed a laboratory-like aspect. In “We
Humans are Free” from the Collection of S.M.A.K., Museum of
Contemporary Art, Ghent, the museum was full of Arthur Barrio’s strong
message and the scent of coffee. (Photo 3) In collection exhibitions, children
and volunteers participating in the “museum cruise” always looked excited.
In every phase of the museum activities, there are always encounters with
not only artists but also many different people through artworks, not guided
by fixed scenarios. A feeling of incongruity or interference that might arise
unexpectedly from an individual will or impulse, which used to be regarded
as impurities for appreciating artworks, is now becoming a constituent factor
at this museum, that is important in the appreciation of works.

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa excites one’s
interest endlessly on multi-dimensional levels─a circular glass building,
countless eyes crossing, and all-directional perspective. (4) White cubes of
several different proportions stand close together ─ a café, library, day
nursery, lecture hall, shops, theater, people’s gallery and project exhibition
zone. What is more, a lawn open area, sidewalk, driveway, and rows of
houses lie contiguous to one another. The sky that we look up at from the
courtyard and “Turrell Room” (5), the sky reflected on “Leandro’s Pool” (6),
and the sky that extends beyond the rows of houses are all merged together.
The open space system of SANAA-designed architecture is functioning as a
near-future contrivance to reduce─not only art as a product of Modernism
but also the existence of all arts as literally artificial objects, together with
modernized human beings─to nature of the second kind.
Notes
1) Quoted from a lecture and viewing session related to Tanaka Atsuko’s
“Work (Bell)” during Collection Exhibition II in 2006
2) Kimura Taiyo’s workshop “Looking for things I care for” from “Marubii Art
School” in 2006
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3) Arthur Barrio’s installation “Interminável” at a gallery tour for parents
and children, “Go Go S.M.A.K.!,” held as an event related to “We Humans
Are Free” Exhibition in 2006
4) A night view of 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa
5) Commission work: “Blue Planet Sky” by James Turrell
6) Commission work: “Swimming Pool” by Leandro Erlich
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